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Dear readers,

after we were able to catch our breath 
in summer and almost return to so-
mething like normality, the corona vi-
rus has taken hold of us again this au-
tumn. The strength of the second wave 
and the resulting "lockdown light" has 
put us all to the test. Nevertheless, I 
agree with those who are now poin-
ting out what the previous genera-
tions have had to endure. Next year our 
company will be 100 years old. During 
this period there was huge inflation, a 
great depression with mass unemploy-
ment, a 1000-year Reich (which for-
tunately lasted only 12 years), the ca-
tastrophe of the Second World War and 
then the various crises which followed.

We have survived all this and should 
now have the confidence that we will 
survive the corona virus and its con-
sequences, even if the coming dark 
days will certainly be difficult.  But 
that won't help, we have to look ahead, 
forward to the time after corona.

Here we can safely say that after coro-
na, the focus will be on climate change 
and the urgently necessary limitation 
of global warming.  The EU has formula-
ted how this is to be achieved in the Eu-
ropean "Green Deal". The transition to a 
net emission-free clean recycling eco-
nomy should be achieved by 2050. Re-

newable energies, including wood bio-
mass if used sustainably, will play a 
very important role in this respect. 

This is reason enough to put machi-
nes, which have been tried and tes-
ted over many years, on the test bench 
and develop them further with an 
eye to the future. We did this for the 
BA 725 in connection with the intro-
duction of the new exhaust gas sta-
ge V. The BA 926 is not simply a further 
development, it's a fundamentally 
new machine which sets new stan-
dards in terms of throughput and, abo-
ve all, improved maintenance. The new 
BA, with its presentation over six pa-
ges, is therefore the focus of this issue.

However, on the following pages you 
will find a number of other interesting 
topics from our company's activities. 
I do hope you enjoy reading and - de-
spite all the restrictions - have a ple-
asant, peaceful Christmas season.
Stay healthy and confident,

Your   
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Petershagen (ghm). Completion of the 
new JENZ shredder generation: after 
the BA 916, the BA 926 is now the se-
cond new biomass processor in the same 
year. The newcomer follows on from the 
previous all-rounder BA 725 and provi-
des an impressive overall package in ad-
dition to a noticeable performance in-
crease of over 30%. The basis for further 
development was both know-how from 
the chipper sector as well as proven suc-
cess factors from previous shredding 
technology. Success factors in detail: 

Taken over from predecessor 
The foundation for the new development  
is the TwinGear System, already pro- 
ven in the predecessor BA 725. The unique 
system with two working speeds enab-
les application with almost any material - 
whether green waste, roots, waste or trunk 
wood. "It is logical that we didn't want 
this significant flexibility to be missing 
from the new BA 926," emphasised Product 
Manager Hans Heinrich Hermeier. 

Copied from little brother 
The design of the BA 926 is based on the 
proven machine base of its "brother", the 
BA 916. "This not only provides more free-
dom of movement at the discharge chute, 
but above all increases the intake opening 
to what is now 900 mm," reported Mr Her-
meier. The higher opening in combination 
with the aggressive high-speed draw-in re-
sults in a remarkable increase in through-
put, triggered by almost 60% more speed 
at the draw-in belt and almost 90% at the 
top roller. More power and an electrically 
adjustable preload pressure ensure ra-
pid material draw-in. "If more material is 
drawn in this also means, conver-
sely, that more open 
area is 

required for discharge," said the product 
manager. The unhindered material flow 
to the rear is ensured thanks to the screen 
surface increase of up to 30% in additi-
on to the use of new optimised screen bas-
kets. The BA 926 is also similar to the BA 
916 in terms of user-friendliness. In addi-
tion to the Operator Info System, consis-
ting of an easy2CONNECT remote  
control and  

Next Level Shredding - System complete 
BA 926 presents itself as a logical evolution of the  
Newcomer BA 916 and sound chipper know-how 

shorter changeover times 

more freedom of movement

improved ergonomics

BA 916 D JENZ AKTUELL No. 66
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LED status flashing lights, use of the inno-
vative easy2 controller provides relief du-
ring everyday work (see following pages). 

Influences of chipper know-how
In addition to proven shredder components, 
the new BA 926 is also influenced by chip-
per technology. One new feature is the positio-
ning of the lower draw-in roller. The screening 
technology used in chipper mode also origi-
nates from the chipper sector. Product Mana-
ger Hans Heinrich Hermeier described the ad-
vantage: "Taking the draw-in geometry from 
the chipper has the decisive advantage that 
the wood is fed to the rotor in a more controlled 
manner. The result is even better chipping qua-
lity and additional protection of the machine. 
In this context, slatted screen baskets lead to 
best chipping results without excess lengths.

A detailed presentation of the individual product benefits
can be found on the following pages.

over 30% more throughput capacity 

BA 615 D BA 916 D BA 965 D BA 926 D

Performance potential

  

  

  

  
 
( )*

 
( )*

Garden 
cuttings 

Bark 

Scrap wood

Roots 
*not for permanent use

Next Level Shredding - the current shredder programme: after 
green waste specialist BA 916 D follows the all-rounder BA 926 D.

30% more open screen area 

Jörg Aussieker, Budde GmbH  Co. KG, actively involved in testing the BA 926 D

"The lower drop height on the belt hopper in  
addition to the increased drop length enables 
me to feed the machine evenly and conveni-
ently. The view into the draw-in from the loa-
ding vehicle is now much better. The absolute  

plus point of the further development is the 
larger intake opening and the associated high-

er throughput capacity. The draw-in behaviour 
has improved considerably and the material is 
drawn in much faster. For me as an operator, the 
much simpler easy2 controller really stands out. 
It has a clear structure in addition to a touch dis-
play which I can easily operate with gloves on.

more freedom of movement
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Handles and steps make it easier to access the rotor and to climb up to the motor.
The new machine stands and the greater draw-in height also provide more space 
 for maintenance work on the rotor and also the shredding system.

The conversion to the easy2 controller includes the mode selecting system. Up to three  
programmes can be stored depending on the material to be processed. The programmes 
can therefore be used to adjust the entire machine at the touch of a button. Even inexpe-
rienced drivers can get the maximum out of the machine, for example by calling up the 
"waste wood programme". This takes into account the speed of the draw-in, rotor and  
top roller in addition to their preload pressure. This makes it easy to switch between  
chipper and shredder mode.

The flail bar puller is electro-
hydraulically controlled.

BA 926 D - Maintenance and conversion
From chipper to shredder  

ERGONOMY

MODE-SELECTING SYSTEM

distinctive swingarm 

for better accessibility

JENZ AKTUELL No. 66
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The height of the over-belt magnet can be hydraulically adjusted 
using the easy2 controller. The magnet can be moved from the materi-
al flow to a parking position for material with high throughputs such 
as manure and compost, which tend to bulge at the discharge. Cost-
ly dismantling when changing material is no longer necessary.

OVER-BELT MAGNET

SCREEN REPLACEMENT

The over-belt magnet is height adjustable 
from 150mm. A scale with pre-defined steps 
allows the operator to set the same distance 
between magnet and conveyor belt again 
and again depending on the material.

Due to the increased surface area, the gross screen surface increa-
ses by approx. 20%, but net by up to 30% due to optimisation of the 
screen. The screening surface can be further increased by the stan-
dard leakage belt and the installation of a screen floor with scree-
ning plates. This massively increases the throughput once again, 
especially in biomass applications. This allows the chippings to 
move away from the rotor very quickly. Selected screens are availa-
ble in the "heavy-duty" version with increased material thickness.

The screen basket holder at the rear allows the transport of an 
additional screen basket set, consisting of two screen baskets, 
which means it can be handled by only one person. Valuable time 
can be saved when converting between chipper and shredder mode 
since the screen baskets are readily available at the machine.

www.jenz.de  | 7  
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The flexible one

FIGURES
DATA
FACTS

22 t

Screen changeover in under 10 minutes:
 •  Ergonomic maintenance access

 • Ready to hand: optional screen basket   
  holder for transport of two-piece screen   
  basket set on the machine

Hydraulically 
adjustable  
over-belt magnet

Kopf CC

Kopf HK

Klinge

Two rotor speeds for chipper and 
shredder mode
Change at the touch of a button

30% more screen surface  
through integration of the 
optimised screen baskets 

Optional:
Additional extension thanks  
to additional screen floor 

Heavy 3-axle chassis 
for quiet driving comfort,  
highest stability and  
EU-wide approval

Innovative JENZ  
shredding system 

Rotor diameter: 1040 mm

Number of flails: 32

Discharge heigth:  
from 4600 mm

Working position length:  
13,34 m

Transport position length: 
11,67 m 

Main drive: 

Mercedes Benz OM 471 with 
530 HP , OM 473 with 625 HP

made foroperator

made foroperator

Mode-Selecting System
•  Programming of machine settings  
 for fast changeover when changing  
 materials 
• Changeover between chipper  
 and shredder mode at the  
 touch of a button

Aggressive
high-speed draw-in 

Leakage belt  
as standard

BA 926 D JENZ AKTUELL No. 66
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extended tape hollow
1,5 m funnel

5 m free loading length
Standard: more loading length 

Up to 90 % more top roller speed
for better material grip

Operator Info System 
• LED flashing lights signal machine  
 status from a distance 
• easy2CONNECT remote control: 
 -  control of all functions from  
  the loading vehicle 
 -  loading and stowing directly  
  at the machine 
 - 12V charging cradle for wheel  
  loader/excavator

2,04 m 
lowest 
infeed hight= 
best overview

New position of the lower draw-
in roller from HEM 841 for more 
control when feeding logs and roots

easy2 controller
•  operation either via smartphone-like 
  easy2TOUCH display or via keypad   
 (easy2HOTKEY-Box)
•  GFA assistance system for controlling  
 draw-in speed

Standard underrun protection  
and hydraulic propulsion drive

made foroperator

made foroperator

Aggressive
high-speed draw-in 

made for
operator

Advantages at a glance:

Machine:

High-speed draw-in

TwinGear System  
(enables chipping or shredding)

Enlarged screen surface

Ergonomic maintenance access 

Offset lower draw-in roller

Increased cooling power  

Operator: 

Operator Info System 
   LED status lights

   easy2CONNECT remote control

easy2 controller
   easy2HOTKEYBOX

   Mode-Selecting System

   GFA assistance system

Rapid screen change
   by only one person

JENZ AKTUELL No. 66 At a glance
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New screen generation JENZ AKTUELL No. 66

Petershagen (ehe). "You can never have enough screen bas-
kets!" - JENZ trainer Sebastian Fullriede often hears this, and 
similar statements, when it comes to selecting the right screen 
basket. Contrary to this statement, JENZ is now breaking new 
ground with the new generation of screen baskets. The aim  
of it all is increased throughput, less fines, coarser chip-
pings. Although this means that fewer versions are availa-
ble, new development of the baskets has a very positive 
effect on the performance potential of the machine. We 
get to the bottom of what the actual task of a screen bas-
ket is and what the optimisations consist of in detail. 

? How is a good woodchip actually produced and what role 
does the screen basket play in this? 
"A good chipping is the result of the right interplay between in-
take speed, drum speed and defined pre-grip," explained Se-
bastian Fullriede. The most important requirements for this 
are sharp and correctly-adjusted cutters and counter cut-
ters. "During the chipping process, the screen basket actu-
ally only has the important task of avoiding excess length", 
said the 31-year-old JENZ trainer. This is particularly impor-
tant when processing shrub cuttings, where overlengths can 
occur more often because wood is drawn in crosswise". 

 ? Which baskets are included in the new generation of 
screen baskets and why specifically these versions? 
The new screen basket range features four screen basket ty-

pes: S, M, XL in addition to the "80x80 staircase" for the pro-
duction of standard-compliant homogeneous chippings (see 
table). "We have retained the 80x80 from our previous ran-
ge," said Hans Heinrich Hermeier, Head of Product Manage-
ment, referring to its excellent suitability for processing damp 
and dirty impact debris, as is often found in Scandinavia. 
The sizes S, M and XL are based on the chip sizes in demand in  
practice: small for private systems, medium for medium-sized  
heating plants and large for major heating plants. Customised  
screen baskets, which go beyond the normal range, are  
still available.
"Our "JENZ Individual" product category enables the im-
plementation of customer-specific solutions, not only 
in the new machine sector but also in the screen bas-
ket range", emphasised the product manager.

? Why was the new generation of screen baskets  
introduced at JENZ?
"In recent years, well over 100 screen basket types have accu-
mulated for our main machines alone," explained Hans Hein-
rich Hermeier. Mr Hermeier sees the main reason for this in the 
constantly growing demand for improved woodchip quality. He 
explains the developments which have now been made as fol-
lows: "Our intention in adapting the product range was: fe-
wer baskets for greater efficiency, but optimally adapted to the 
three chip sizes typically found in practice". In specific terms 
this means a noticeable increase in throughput with a simulta-

Securing competitive advantages with 
new generation of screen baskets 
New JENZ screen basket generation has a positive effect on machine performance

New baskets for more   
efficiency!

 • Increased  
  throughput 
 • Coarser chippings
 • Less fines content
 • Lower fuel
  consumption  
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neous reduction in fine particles and lower fuel consumption. 
JENZ noticed a new situation with the introduction of the D1 
drum in 2018. "With the D1 drum we achieved a whole new le-
vel of chipping. However, we soon noticed that some of the 
existing screen baskets could not pass on the very good chip-
ping quality of the drum, resulting in more fines than actu-
ally necessary. We have therefore fundamentally reconside-
red our screening technology and developed it further through 
the use of many ideas and constant testing. The result is bas-
kets which avoid overlengths very well and at the same time of-
fer more open space to allow easy discharge of the wood chips."
JENZ has placed special focus on development for coarse chips. 
"With the new XL basket we offer a basket which is clearly supe-
rior to the previous baskets in terms of hole size and net screen 
area. After all, it is the largest basket we ever built," Mr Her-
meier describes and adds: "It'll give you a lot more steam!"
Mr Hermeier also finds the massively improved availability of the  
baskets worth mentioning: "Storage is extremely simplified, 
which means we can deliver the new baskets from stock without  
any problems".
By the way, although the development of the D1 was the trigger 
for this new development Mr Hermeier says it has now been shown 
that "The new screening technology harmonises very well with all 
rotor types and can be easily installed in older JENZ machines".

? What optimisations were made to the new baskets? 
Special geometric optimisations have been made to increa-
se throughput while reducing the fines content. "In short: the 

good chippings should be able to 
flow off unhindered and quickly, 
but we want to catch the ex-
cess lengths," explained Se-
bastian Fullriede. The materi-
al flow has also been optimised 
by rearranging the screen per-
forations, because one impor-
tant fact is: "It's not the screen 
area alone which is decisive for 

the throughput, but the open area through which the chippings 
can flow. Thanks to the optimisations we were able to increase 
the open area by 37% when comparing the previous 50 mm bas-
ket with the new M basket, for example". In addition, slats on 
the back of the screen basket prevent excess lengths from esca-
ping and force the material to be cut again. An additional stag-
gered row of holes has been specially designed for the D1 rotor, so 
that the coarse chippings can flow off more easily and quickly.

? What other effects can be achieved with the new baskets? 
In addition to increased throughput, less overlength and fi-
nes, the new screen baskets provide another side effect: 
In combination with the correctly set machine parame-
ters such as drum speed and draw-in speed, the new screen 
basket design also results in significantly lower fuel con-
sumption. This is logical because the easier the chip-
pings can flow off, the more economical the machine.

Perfect tuning using the D1 rotor as an example: JENZ recom-
mends matching the screen basket to the pre-grip. This ensures 
a perfect chipping result, more throughput and also saves fuel.

wedge K20 wedge K25 wedge K30 wedge K38

screen S ++ + - -
screen M + ++ + -
screen XL - + ++ ++

Thanks to the new position of the screen holder 
the driver has a perfect view at the screen.

Screen  
basket S

Small chippings

Application area:
for example  
private hea-
ting systems

Screen 
basket M

Medium-sized 
chippings

Application area:
for example 
medium hea-
ting systems

Screen  
basket XL

Large coars

Application area:
for example  
cogeneration  
plants

Screen  
basket  

80 x 80 steps

For very damp 
material (e.g. 
soaked by snow)

Customer-
specific  
special 
solutions

The new arrangement of the screen perforations additionally 
optimises the material flow.  

JENZ AKTUELL No. 66
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Olpe (ghm). JENZ presented the Chip-
pertruck with the "Professional Line" 
equipment option at the Agritechnica 
in November 2019. In the run-up to the 
trade fair, JENZ fans were able to ac-
tively contribute to the hacker's name 
via social networks. The result was 
"Erwin". In the meantime Erwin has 
found a new home in Sauerland and is 
even plays the lead role in the new JENZ 
Chippertruck video. Dietmar Weber of 
agricultural contractor Anette Weber tells 
us about his personal experiences with 
the new Chippertruck in an interview.
 
JENZ News (JN): Mr Weber, one important 
question to start with: is Erwin still called  
Erwin?

Dietmar Weber (laughs): Yes, in the new 
Chippertruck Video from JENZ you can see 
that Erwin is still called Erwin. And we 
have decided that it will stay that way!

JN: How did it come about that Erwin 
found his way from the Agritechnica in Ha-
nover to your home in Sauerland? 
DW: At the time of the 
fair we had already or-
dered our Chipper-
truck with a mowing 
window.  However, 
we wanted to com-
plete some orders 
with the new machine as soon as possib-
le and I also had doubts whether the over-
view in the truck version would be suf-

ficient for me personally. And then at the 
Agritechnica, there he was: Erwin with 
a rotating Cobra cab. The very same day 
we changed the chipper we had orde-
red at the trade fair. JENZ was very ac-
commodating and once again proved 
to be an expert partner at our side.
 

JN: The HEM 593 R Cobra 
chipper truck has now 
been in use for six months. 
What requirements 
does it have to meet?
DW: Sauerland is also known 
as the "Land of a Thousand 

Mountains", which means our machines 
have to be particularly suitable for off-
road use. At the same time, f lexibility is 

From Agritechnica to the Land 
of a Thousand Mountains 
Chippertruck HEM 593 R Cobra  – Professional Line 
in practical use for the last six months

E - for ergonommics
"You can clearly see that 
the JENZ company has put 
the driver at the centre of 
attention in many ways".

Erwin in the 
new JENZ 
Chippertruck 
video.

14 |  www.jenz.de
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Dietmar Weber from agricultural contractor Anette Weber 

just as important because our catch-
ment area extends over a radius of 100 
kilometres through forest and road.
The Chippertruck with 6x6 
chassis and four-wheel 
drive is just right for us 
because it is suitable for 
both off-road and motor-
way use up to 80 km/h. We 
benefit from the centric 
position of the blower, 
especially for orders on 
motorways, as this allows 
loading over the top to the front and rear. 
Normally that means the hard shoulder 

is sufficient for working directly on the
roadside. No further lanes have to be 
closed and the traffic can continue to 
flow unhindered. This 
makes us extremely at-
tractive for clients and 
we remain competitive.
 
JN: Erwin is equipped with 
the additional "Professional 
Line " package. How do you 
notice the benefits of the 
package in your every- 
day work? 
DW: The "professional tool system" 
included in the package, including the 

large amount 
of storage space, 
is the most im-
pressive. We used 
to make our own 
boxes. Nowa-
days JENZ takes 
this work off 
our hands. 
For me 

as a driver it is clearly noticeab-
le that the people at JENZ asked 

themselves the following question during 
the development of the machine: "What 
is important in the chipper driver's daily 

work?" One 
example of this 
is problem-free 
cutter replace-
ment. We have 
the required 
cleaning and 
maintenance 
tools exactly 
where we need 

them in the swivelling toolbox, namely 
at a height of 2.50 m directly at the rotor. 
The built-in compressed air connection, 
the integrated lighting and the perma-
nently installed measuring gauge for de-
termining the blade length are ideal ad-
ditions to this well thought-out system.

I - for investment
"We made friends with the  
machine and quickly realised 
how powerful it is. We are  
confident about our invest- 
ment and are looking forward 
to the future.

R - for rotor D1
"A wide range of materials 
puts exceptional demands on 
the rotor. This mainly decides 
how many fines we will have in 
the woodchippings afterwards.
Thanks to various screen bas- 
kets we are also flexible in the 
processing of chop, crown and  
trunk wood as well as sawmill 
waste wood and shrub cuttings!

W - for throw blower 
(German: Wurfgebläse) 
"An important purchase 
criterion: loading the wood 
chips to the rear AND to the 
front. The position of the throw 
blower in the middle of the 
machine is decisive for this".

N - for sideline jobs
(German: Nebenerwerb)  
"We started 25 years ago as a side- 
line with a forestry mulcher, followed 
by our first JENZ PTO chipper. I retired 
5 years ago to become a full-time  
chipper driver". 

www.jenz.de  | 15  
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JN: It's good to hear that our further 
developments for the driver are being 
received in the same way. Apart from 
the tool concept, are there any other 
advantages that you particularly ap-
preciate about the new Chippertruck?
DW: Yes, I often criticised the safety 
equipment on our previous machine 
from another manufacturer, for example 
missing handles and steps. With the  
Chippertruck you can see enormous 
progress in this area - fold-out ladders,
fixed railings, handles and a platform all 
provide space for movement and safety.

I also see the new easy2 controller as 
a great advantage. Our Chippertruck 
is operated by three different drivers. 
Each operator selects his own profile 
on the controller and we don't waste 
valuable time making machine settings

JN: Finally, please tell us about the  
machine's economic efficiency. Does 
Erwin impress you on this point?
DW: Absolutely! We are currently pro- 
cessing an enormous amount of standing
timber due to bark beetle infestation. 

That's no problem for the machine be- 
cause it is equipped with the CFA2 draw-
in control system as part of the "Pro- 
fessional Package". The system detects 
thicker logs and automatically adjusts 
the draw-in speed. This means the 
throughput volumes remain at a constant
high level. In addition to increasing 
throughput, the objectives of the new  
purchase were to improve chip quality 
and reduce the costs per cubic metre of  
chips. Now, after about 700 rotor hours, we 
have the proof: the decision to buy the 
"Profi-Liner" with D1 rotor and rotating 
Cobra cab was the right one from the  
driver's as well as the company's point 
of view.

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood  
up to (in cm) 45

Fragmentation of softwood  
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. (in lcm) 270

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1400

Draw-in height (mm) 680

Main drive
Power (in kW/hp) 368/500

brief facts

JENZ AKTUELL No. 66
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HEM 360

Drought, storms and pest infestation have caused mas-
sive damage to Germany's forests in recent years. The 
new "Forest Investment Programme" from the Federal 

Ministry of Food and Agriculture (BMEL) was launched 
on 1 November to support the forestry sector with fun-
ding of around € 50 million until the end of 2021.

What is being supported?
 Funding is available for investments in IT 

hardware and software, machinery, appliances, 
carthorses, systems and buildings used in sustai-
nable forestry and mobile timber processing.

What is the level of funding?
 There is a subsidy of up to 40 percent for the total 

investment sum. The remaining amount is to 
be financed by a low-interest programme loan 
from the Landwirtschafliche Rentenbank. 

Who will be funded?
 Funding is provided to private and municipal 

forestry enterprises and forest nurseries.

How long will the funding programme run for?
 The funding programme will run until the 

end of 2021. Grant applications can be submit-
ted to the Rentenbank through the company 
bank until 31.10.2021. But it will pay to be 
fast: according to information from the BMEL, 
the motto is "first come, first served".

„Forest Investment Programme" launched 
HEM 360 Z and eligible for up to 40% subsidies 

Mobile chippers up to an intake opening of 40 cm are 
eligible for the Forest Investment Programme.
The new HEM 360 Z meets the requirements. 

Where can I find more information?   
www.rentenbank.de/foerderangebote/bundesprogramme/waldwirtschaft/#antragstellung

We have summarised the most important facts for you:

a
Order now and secure up to 40% subsidy! 
Applies to the HEM 360 Z as well as all Westtech products !
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Petershagen (ghm). In the last issue 
of JENZ News you found out how used 
machines are classified at JENZ. Whether 
factory inspection, factory overhaul or 
general overhaul - the JENZ maintenance 
categories provide information on the 
condition of the quoted machine and 
enable an initial assessment to be made. 
However, a more detailed evaluation 
based on specific criteria is essential 
in order to make a full assessment 
of the machine to be purchased. We 
show you what you should bear in mind 
when buying your used equipment.
  
Facts and figures 
Anyone thinking of buying a used 

machine is initially confronted with 
pure machine facts. in addition to the 
repair categories 
already mentioned, 
factors such as year 
of manufacture and 
operating hours 
help to make a bet-
ter assessment of 
a machine. Similar 
to a car, the year of 
manufacture can 
provide informati-
on on the machine's 
equipment or the 
emission standard. If you look for used 
machines in online portals you will also 

find information showing the "opera-
ting hours". Caution is advised here. 

"An hour isn't 
always an hour ", 
emphasised Nina 
Brinkmann, who 
is responsible for 
used machines in 
the sales office.
"The operating 
hours are usually 
the engine hours. 
However, impor-
tant reference 
values are also the 

rotor hours worked in addition to the 
operating hours of the crane. Detailed 

JENZ USED MACHINES - MINI-SERIES

Part 1 -  First class straight from the manufacturer: JENZ maintenance categories ensure greater transparency when buying

Part 2 -  Important criteria when buying used machinery - what to look out for when buying used machinery

Part 3 -  Used machines in practical operation: JENZ customers report on their experiences

JENZ used machines
– Criteria for buying used machines
What to look out for when buying used machines

An hour isn't always an hour: the easy2 
control system provides detailed informa-
tion on motor, rotor and crane hours.

An HEM 583 is not always a HEM 583: the equipment fitted to these two Chippertrucks is not identi-
cal - this depends on the year of construction and possible special extras  from the previous owner 

BA 916 D JENZ AKTUELL No. 66
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all the important technical inspections 
such as safety inspections and general 
inspections. Documents showing regu-
lar maintenance and inspections also 
help to better evaluate the machine". 
A "test run" can also be worthwhile as 
well as an assessment of the machine. 
At JENZ's main location in Petershagen, 

the conditions for a practical machine 
presentation are ideal. "We can show 
the machine in action in our chipping 
arena and use different materials. The 
prospective buyer can get a real impres-
sion of the quality of the woodchippings 
produced and the machine's technical 
capabilities" said Ms Brinkmann.

information about the different values 
can be obtained, for example, from the 
easy2 control system. Only a few clicks 
are necessary to get a clear overview.

Optional extras
Technical developments and special 
equipment requests from the previous 
owner mean that machines in the same 
series are not necessarily identical. 
"A HEM 583 Chippertruck from 2018, 
for example, has different technical 
equipment than a machine from 2014. 
Even machines from other countries 
often have features that are not nee-
ded here in Germany" explained Nina 
Brinkmann. "If special equipment 
options are required, it is worth talking 
to us as the manufacturer. We can check 
whether it is possible to convert the 
machine and make an individual quo-
tation. Buying a used machine does not 
necessarily mean having no choices!"

A closer look can be worthwhile
One of the most important steps when 
buying a used machine: the inspection. 
The initial overall visual impression is 
what counts at first. After all, a well-
maintained condition is an indication 
of how the machine was treated in the 
past. Nevertheless, Ms Brinkmann 
warns against judging a machine 
entirely on its external appearance. 
"A dent in the panel or a scratch in the 
paintwork is certainly not pretty, but 
it doesn't always affect the machine's 
functionality". The interior condition 
is decisive here. The real heart of the 
machine, the rotor, should certainly be 
given a close inspection. Is the rotor 
body damaged or is there an imbalance? 
Were the wear parts replaced regular-
ly and original parts used? A look at 
the loading crane when it is extended 
is also recommended. Can the crane 
be extended without problems, is the 
telescope straight and are the slide rails 
OK? Ms Brinkmann has another tip: 
"Have the seller show you evidence of 

Checklist when buying a used machine

Is general machine data available? (machine type, year of construction, operating hours)

Is the machine's exact configuration known? Are there any optional extras?

Have maintenance and inspections been carried out regularly?

Were only original spare parts used?

Is there documentation available on legally required technical inspections?

Is there any previous damage? (repaired or unrepaired)

Composition of operating hours 

Driving

Chipping            Chipping            

Ready for 
operation* 

Ready for 
operation* 

* waiting and preparation time (f.e. crane and splitting work with disengaged rotor) 

JENZ Chippertruck JENZ PTO

Total operating hours  
HGV

PRACTICAL

TI
P 

You can easily read  

the truck's opera-

ting hours from the 

MAN terminal.
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New videos online
There's something new on the JENZ YouTube 
channel again: both the brand new BA 916 
and "Erwin" Chippertruck HEM 593 R Cobra 
were accompanied by a film team over the 
last few months - and they produced fasci-
nating shots of our latest machine techno-
logy. So it's worth a look!

A different kind of dealer conference!
The dealers' meeting which was cancelled 
in March was rescheduled for September 

and the hygiene measures currently in force 
were applied. JENZ welcomed around 40 
participants from six countries with a new 
presentation concept. A detailed presen-
tation right at the machine was used to 
introduce new products for the first time.
This was rounded off by a detailed live demo 
of the latest shredder and chipper techno-
logy. With spacing - a successful event in 
challenging times.

New dealer in Sweden
A change in the JENZ dealer network in 
Sweden took place on 1 August. Tingsryds 
montage AB has been responsible for the 
sale of JENZ machines since then. The young 
company formed around  Toni Palmer and 
Ted Augustsson not only has many years of 
experience with JENZ machines, but also 
obtained as much information as possible 
on the technical innovations at JENZ during 
the dealer conference in September.

brief   +++   news in brief   +++   news in brief   +++   news in brief   +++   news in brief   +++   news in brief   +++   

Date Trade fair Location Company

JENZ trade fair dates 2021

January 2021
14.01.2021 – 17.01.2021 Agriflanders 2021 Gent (Belgium) Van Laecke

February 2021
02.02.2021 – 04.02.2021 INFRA RELATIEDAGEN Hardenberg (Holland) Van Laecke
15.02.2021 – 17.02.2021 SIMA Paris (France) Noremat

March 2021
20.03.2021 – 21.03.2021 Holztage Mindender Wald Minden JENZ
25.03.2021 – 27.03.2021 IFAT Eurasia Istanbul (Turkey) Forsen
25.03.2021 – 28.03.2021 REW Istanbul (Turkey) Forsen

As of December 2020. Information without liability

Painting to counter boredom in Corona times. For 
the first time, this JENZ News contains a colouring 
picture in the centre of the issue. The JENZ team 
is looking forward to receiving submissions - you 
are welcome to send a Corona-friendly photo by 

e-mail to marketing@jenz.de or via the Facebook 
and Instagram social networks. We will raffle a 
children's surprise package from all the entries. 
For all "older" children or fathers there is a wall 
poster on the rear cover as an alternative. 

Colouring picture competition
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